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ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: The inhomogeneous magnetization transfer technique has demonstrated high specificity for myelin,
and has shown sensitivity to multiple sclerosis-related impairment in brain tissue. Our aim was to investigate its sensitivity to spinal
cord impairment in MS relative to more established MR imaging techniques (volumetry, magnetization transfer, DTI).

MATERIALS AND METHODS: Anatomic images covering the cervical spinal cord from the C1 to C6 levels and DTI, magnetization
transfer/inhomogeneous magnetization transfer images at the C2/C5 levels were acquired in 19 patients with MS and 19 paired
healthy controls. Anatomic images were segmented in spinal cord GM and WM, both manually and using the AMU40 atlases. MS
lesions were manually delineated. MR metrics were analyzed within normal-appearing and lesion regions in anterolateral and pos-
terolateral WM and compared using Wilcoxon rank tests and z scores. Correlations between MR metrics and clinical scores in
patients with MS were evaluated using the Spearman rank correlation.

RESULTS: AMU40-based C1-to-C6 GM/WM automatic segmentations in patients with MS were evaluated relative to manual delineation.
Mean Dice coefficients were 0.75/0.89, respectively. All MR metrics (WM/GM cross-sectional areas, normal-appearing and lesion diffusivities,
and magnetization transfer/inhomogeneous magnetization transfer ratios) were observed altered in patients compared with controls (P ,

.05). Additionally, the absolute inhomogeneous magnetization transfer ratio z scores were significantly higher than those of the other MR
metrics (P , .0001), suggesting a higher inhomogeneous magnetization transfer sensitivity toward spinal cord impairment in MS. Significant
correlations with the Expanded Disability Status Scale (r ¼ –0.73/P ¼ .02, r ¼ –0.81/P ¼ .004) and the total Medical Research Council
scale (r ¼ 0.80/P ¼ .009, r ¼ –0.74/P ¼ .02) were observed for inhomogeneous magnetization transfer and magnetization transfer ratio
z scores, respectively, in normal-appearing WM regions, while weaker and nonsignificant correlations were obtained for DTI metrics.

CONCLUSIONS: With inhomogeneous magnetization transfer being highly sensitive to spinal cord damage in MS compared with conven-
tional magnetization transfer and DTI, it could generate great clinical interest for longitudinal follow-up and potential remyelinating clinical
trials. In line with other advanced myelin techniques with which it could be compared, it opens perspectives for multicentric investigations.

ABBREVIATIONS: AMU ¼ Aix-Marseille University; CSA ¼ cross-sectional areas; EDSS ¼ Expanded Disability Status Scale; FA ¼ fractional anisotropy; HC ¼
healthy controls; ihMT ¼ inhomogeneous magnetization transfer; ihMTR ¼ inhomogeneous magnetization transfer ratio; l // ¼ axial diffusivity; l\ ¼ radial dif-
fusivity; MRC ¼ Medical Research Council; MT ¼ magnetization transfer; MTR ¼ magnetization transfer ratio; NA ¼ normal-appearing; SC ¼ spinal cord;
TWT ¼ Timed 25-Foot Walk Test; SCT ¼ Spinal Cord Toolbox

MS is a chronic autoimmune disease of the CNS affecting the
brain and the spinal cord (SC), characterized by multifocal

demyelination and inflammation, edema, axonal loss, and gliosis,
whose diagnosis is based on anatomic MR imaging.1 Although
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extensive investigations including demonstration of multicentric
capabilities and scan time reduction are still necessary to bridge
the gap to clinical practice, quantitative MR imaging techniques
now have the potential to help improve disease diagnosis and
monitoring,2 as well as treatment evaluation.

Given the clinical relevance and the risk of long-term disabil-
ity in spinal MS,3 a better characterization of pathologic mecha-
nisms underlying SC tissue impairment, including myelin
damage, is therefore essential.

Unfortunately, SC MR imaging lags behind brain MR imag-
ing, mainly due to technical challenges related to the small
size, CSF pulsatility, respiratory motion, and susceptibility
artifacts of the spinal cord due to surrounding bony struc-
tures.4 Nonetheless, due to recent methodologic improve-
ments, a growing number of SC MR imaging studies in MS
have been reported, mostly using DTI5 and conventional mag-
netization transfer (MT)6 imaging, highlighting SC micro-
structural changes with significant correlations to physical
disability.7,8

Although highly sensitive to MS-related tissue changes, both
DTI and MT metrics are not specific to myelin damage because
they could also be affected by inflammation and/or axonal loss.9

Tremendous effort has thus recently been made toward the devel-
opment of more myelin-specific MR imaging techniques.10,11

These particularly include myelin-water imaging,12 which gives
access to the myelin water fraction13 or water protons associated
with myelin trapped between the finely spaced lipid bilayers of
the myelin sheaths, as well as quantitative MT,14,15 which gives a
robust estimate of the macromolecular-to-free pool size ratio,
which has been shown to strongly correlate with white matter
myelin density,16 or the recently described inhomogeneous MT
(ihMT) technique.17-19 This latter allows selectively isolating the
contribution of dipolar order within the broad MT signal and
hence appears particularly sensitive to myelinated structures due
to their relatively long dipolar relaxation times.17 Applied in a
preliminary clinical MS study, ihMT was found to be highly sen-
sitive to cerebral microstructural changes with strong correlation
to the Expanded Disability Status Scale (EDSS).20 Furthermore,
embedded within a protocol optimized for the SC,18 it has also al-
ready demonstrated high sensitivity to SC tissue changes in both
aging healthy subjects21 and patients with amyotrophic lateral
sclerosis.22

In line with these studies, the main purpose of this work was
to assess the sensitivity of the ihMT technique to SC impairment
in MS relative to more conventional MR imaging markers,
including atrophy, MT, and DTI measures and to demonstrate its
potential in clinical monitoring. To do so, we applied a multi-
parametric MR imaging protocol, including high-resolution ana-
tomic and quantitative DTI and MT/ihMT imaging techniques,
together with a SC template–based approach to quantify data col-
lected in patients with MS and age-matched healthy controls
(HC) in different ROIs.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Subjects
This retrospective study was approved by our institutional ethics
committee (CCP Sud Méditerranée 1), and written informed

consent was obtained from all subjects. Nineteen patients with
MS (13 relapsing-remitting and 6 secondary-progressive forms)
and 19 sex- and age-matched HC were included during 2 years.
Inclusion criteria for patients were a diagnosis of MS according
to the revised McDonald criteria23 and clinical symptoms sug-
gesting SC involvement. Clinical symptoms were evaluated
.3months after steroid infusion. Exclusion criteria were any
neurologic disease other than MS and chronic psychiatric dis-
eases. Neurologic examinations were performed right after the
MR imaging acquisitions. They included a specific MS global dis-
ability rating scale with EDSS scoring. A muscle strength grading
with the Medical Research Council scale (MRC)24 for the 4 limbs
was also performed. Specific assessment of the upper limbs was
performed with a handgrip strength test25 and the Nine-Hole Peg
Test, currently used in MS to assess manual dexterity. For lower
limb evaluation, a Timed 25-Foot Walk Test (TWT)26 was per-
formed. Additional details are found in Table 1.

Image Acquisition
MR imaging was performed on a 3T scanner (Magnetom Verio;
Siemens) using the body coil for transmission and standard 12-
channel head, 4-channel neck, and 24-channel spine matrix
array coils for reception. The subjects were positioned with the
neck in a neutral position using a cervical collar to reduce sub-
ject motion.

The MR imaging protocol (summarized in On-line Table 1)
was optimized to last approximately 50minutes. It included a
3D-T2WI sequence for vertebral level identification and cervical
lesion depiction (see postprocessing in Fig 1), a 2D multisection
multiangle T2*WI multiecho gradient-echo sequence (7 slices, 1
per cervical level from C1 to C7), providing a good contrast to
delineate GM and WM, as well as 2-level DTI and ihMT acquisi-
tions (single-section) centered at mid-C2 and mid-C5 cervical
levels, placed strictly perpendicular to the cord axis. Patients also
underwent, during the same session, conventional brain and SC
acquisitions at the cervical level (T1WI, T2WI, FLAIR, STIR, and
postgadolinium T1) for lesion burden evaluation.

Table 1: Demographic and clinical features of the study popula-
tion including HC and patients with MSa

Demographics HC MS
Count (female/male) 19 (11/8) 19 (11/8)
Age (years) 52 (22–74) 46 (26–70)
Disease duration (months) – 117 (48–372)
EDSS – 2.5 (1–7)
Total MRCb (/120) – 118 (103–120)
NHPTc (sec) – 24.1 (17.8–73.4)
TWT (sec) – 5.5 (3.4–73)
Handgripd (kPa) – 82.5 (25.5–122.5)
No. of SC lesions – 4 (2–7)
Volume of brain lesions (mm3) – 3261 (726–38,013)

Note:—NHPT indicates Nine-Hole Peg Test; –, not applicable measurements.
a Reported values are medians (minimum–maximum). Lesion burden in the cervical
SC and brain of patients with MS is also reported.
bMedical Research Council scale: normal value per muscle, 5; range, 0–5, for
upper (7 muscles on each side) and lower limbs (5 muscles on each side), with a
total maximum score of 120.
c The Nine-Hole Peg Test for each hand and TWTs were performed twice for each
patient, and the best performance was preserved.
d Handgrip measurements for each patient were repeated thrice for each hand
and then averaged to get 1 value per limb.
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Data Analysis
The entire postprocessing pipeline, detailed in Fig 1, was per-
formed off-line using a custom Matlab script (Matlab R2014a;
MathWorks), relying on the Spinal Cord Toolbox (SCT; https://
sourceforge.net/projects/spinalcordtoolbox/)27 functions and de-
dicated SC templates and atlases (MNI-Poly-AMU; https://
sourceforge.net/p/spinalcordtoolbox/wiki/MNI-Poly-AMU/)28

and AMU40
29), allowing automatic delineation of the GM and

WM.
To evaluate the efficacy of the AMU40-based automated GM/

WM segmentation applied for the first time in MS, 2 independent
experts (S.D., an in-training neurologist, and H.R., a 3-year MR
imaging expert) manually outlined the SC and GM using
FSLview software (Version 5.0.10; http://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/
fslwiki/fslview/)30 on all T2*WI images. The WM region was sub-
sequently obtained by subtracting SC and GMmasks. Agreement
between the 2 raters and between manual and automatic segmen-
tations was evaluated by computing 3 conventional parameters:31

the Dice similarity coefficient (range, 0–1, with 1 indicating

perfect similarity), the Haus dorff distance (in millimeters), and
the maximum median distance between skeletonized segmenta-
tions (in millimeters), using the SCT.27 For each subject, a com-
parison of the 3 WM/GM metrics between the 2 raters was
performed; then, the average value per structure was calculated.
All automatic segmentations presenting manual/automatic Dice
coefficients of ,0.8 (considered imperfect) were manually cor-
rected under strict consensus between the 2 experts and subse-
quently used for multiparametric metrics quantification.

Morphologic measurements were then performed on all sub-
jects by extracting the cross-sectional areas (CSA, in square milli-
meters) from automatic GM/WM segmentations (manually
corrected if necessary) at each cervical level from C1 to C6 (C7
was discarded due to subject motion in 7/19 subjects [37%]).

Cervical SC lesions (characterized by signal hyperintensities)
were finally depicted and counted from both STIR and T2WI.
Then, for quantitative analyses, manual segmentation of lesions
was performed on the T2*WI by expert 1 (S.D.) using both STIR
and T2WI series as additional references to improve the accuracy

FIG 1. Design of the study. Acquisition and postprocessing pipeline for MR imaging data shown for the C2 cervical level in a patient with MS,
including the following: manual SC, GM/WM, and lesional/NA tissue segmentations on T2*WI and registration of the 3D-T2WI to the MNI-Poly-
AMU template to automatically identify the cervical levels from C1 to C7 (warped back into the subject’s space; this step allows cord volume
per level measurements, not reported in this study); SC segmentation on T2*WI and T2WI by the SCT PropSeg31 function; T2WI registration to the
MNI-Poly-AMU template28 to obtain cervical levels; T2*WI registration to the AMU40 template

29 to obtain GM/WM segmentations, warped back
into the subject’s space followed by CSA (square millimeters) extraction and intrasubject multiparametric data normalization, taking into account the
presence of lesions, allowing metrics extraction from lesional and NA anterolateral WM and posterolateral WM, derived from the WM tracts atlas
and defined as delimited by the blue horizontal line. Masks were eroded (2D surface) before quantification. y.o. indicates years of age; Gd, gadolin-
ium; anterolat, anterolateral; posterolat, posterolateral; FSL view refers to the FSL viewer software;30 ANTs, Advanced Normalization Tools (http://
stnava.github.io/ANTs/); FLIRT, FMRIB is the FSL Linear Image Registration Tool (http://www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/fslwiki/FLIRT);51 WM tracts atlas
(https://sourceforge.net/p/spinalcordtoolbox/wiki/White%20Matter%20atlas/).32
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of the lesion location. All the segmented lesions were visible on
all 3 images. Normal-appearing (NA) regions were subsequently
differentiated from lesion regions for metrics quantification.

For quantitative analysis, 4 DTI metrics (fractional anisotropy
[FA], ADC, axial diffusivity [l //], and radial diffusivity [l\],
along with MT and ihMT ratios [MTR/ihMTR]) were derived
afterward and quantified within the anterolateral WM and pos-
terolateral WM at C2 and C5. The GM was not considered.
These regions were chosen to comply with current ihMT HASTE
limitations in terms of partial volume effect and the loss of spatial
resolution (see Discussion). To match ihMT single-section quanti-
fication, only the middle section was considered for the DTI met-
rics. At the end of the postprocessing pipeline, the quantitative
dataset for each subject included SC, GM, and WM CSA at each
level from C1 to C6, as well as mean 6 SD values of FA, ADC,
l\, l //, ihMTR, and MTR from anterolateral and posterolateral
WM regions free from or having MS lesions (NA/lesional regions).
For each metric, values from C2 and C5 were averaged to obtain a
single value per ROI per subject for statistical purposes.

Last, brain lesions were manually segmented on T2 and
FLAIR images to estimate their volume.

Statistical Analysis
Statistical analyses were performed using JMP9 (SAS Institute),
considering P, .05 for statistical significance.

Comparison of MR Imaging Data between Patients with
MS and Healthy Controls
For MS-related morphologic change evaluation, GM, WM, and
SC CSA at each level were compared between patients with MS
and HC, using nonparametric Wilcoxon rank tests corrected for
multiple comparisons (n ¼ 6 cervical levels) with the Holm-
Bonferroni method.

Considering multiparametric data, we used the nonpara-
metric Steel-Dwass all-pairs tests corrected for multiple com-
parisons to assess DTI/MT/ihMT metrics differences between
patients and HC.

Sensitivity of ihMT to MS-Related Changes
DTI, MT, and ihMT metrics z scores were computed for NA and
lesional anterolateral WM, posterolateral WM, and total WM for
each patient with MS relative to mean values of HC. CSA z scores,
all cervical levels considered, were calculated for global GM,
WM, and SC.

Z scores of ihMTR were then compared with z scores of all
metrics using nonparametric Wilcoxon rank tests to assess the
sensitivity of ihMT to MS-related changes compared with the
more conventional atrophy (CSA), DTI, and MT measures.
Henceforth, the term “metric variation” will be used to refer to a
change in the absolute z score value of the metrics.

Correlations with Clinical Scores. Correlations among brain
lesion volume, SC lesion number, SC/GM/WM CSA, and DTI/
MT/ihMT metrics variations (ie, z scores) in lesion and NA WM
regions and each clinical score (disease duration, total MRC, hand-
grip, TWT, Nine-Hole Peg Test, and EDSS) were evaluated using
the statistical nonparametric Spearman rank test. The resulting

significant correlations were then corrected to control for multiple
comparisons using the false discovery rate procedure.

RESULTS
Patient Characteristics
Demographic information and clinical features of patients with
MS are summarized in Table 1. The median EDSS score and dis-
ease duration of the patients at the time of MR imaging were 2.5
and 117months, respectively.

Reliability of the Automated AMU40 GM/WM
Segmentation
On-line Table 2 summarizes the similarity indices (Dice coefficient,
Hausdorff, and skeletonized mean distances) with regard to man-
ual GM/WM segmentations. The reader is referred to the On-line
Figure for illustrations of representative AMU40-based GM seg-
mentations from patients with MS with/without the presence of
lesions. In the HC group, AMU40-based segmentations were found
to be highly reliable with mean Dice coefficients of 0.85 6 0.05
and 0.92 6 0.02 for GM and WM, respectively. In patients with
MS, 8/114 slices were discarded due to visually observed poor con-
trast in the images, mostly due to breathing motion of the patients.
When applied to the remaining 106 slices, indices from WM
(Dice, 0.89 6 0.04) were close to those found in HC, whereas the
values from GM segmentations (0.75 6 0.14) were found to be
lower, with higher SDs. Worse GM indices were found in slices
with lesions (0.73 6 0.12) compared with slices without lesions
(0.79 6 0.09), whereas WM indices were similar whether or not
lesions were present in the slices. Afterward, 29% (31/106 slices) of
the AMU40-based segmentations (with Dice,,0.8) were manually
corrected for measurements of CSA and multiparametric analysis.

Comparison of MR Imaging Data between Patients with
MS and Healthy Controls
Boxplots of GM and WM CSA from HC and patients with MS
along with the corresponding z scores and percentages of varia-
tion are presented in Fig 2. A significant decrease in CSA for the
SC (P, .001, data not shown) and WM (P, .003) across all cer-
vical levels was found in patients with MS compared with HC.
Decrease trends were additionally found for GM areas, significant
at C6 (P¼ .003).

Figure 3 shows representative multiparametric datasets of 2
patients with MS (MS_1: 64 years of age, EDSS score, 2; MS_2: 60
years of age, EDSS score, 6) and a healthy control (65 years of
age). Overall, in patients with MS, the DTI, ihMTR, and MTR
values were all found altered in both NA and lesional WM
regions (Table 2 and Fig 4) compared with the healthy control.
l ? and ADC showed trends toward an increase, albeit not signif-
icant, whereas ihMTR and MTR significantly decreased in both
regions, with higher metric variations found in regions with
lesions compared with NA tissue.

Sensitivity of ihMT to MS-Related Changes
Among all DTI, MT, and ihMTmetrics, ihMTR showed the most
important metrics variations (ie, higher absolute z score values)
as illustrated in Fig 4. Results of Wilcoxon rank tests showed sig-
nificant differences between these ihMTR variations and z scores
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of DTI and MT metrics (P , .0001), in both NA and lesional
regions.

Correlations with Clinical Scores
Significant correlations were found between ihMTR z scores
in NA whole-WM and total MRC scores (r ¼ 0.80, P ¼ .009)

as well as EDSS scores (r ¼ �0.73, P ¼ .02). MTR z scores
were also found correlated with total MRC scores (r ¼ 0.74,
P ¼ .02) and EDSS scores (r ¼ –0.81, P ¼ .004). On the
other hand, weaker and nonsignificant correlation trends
were found for DTI metrics variations, such as between FA
z scores and MRC scores (r ¼ 0.64, P ¼ .06), for example.

FIG 2. CSAs (square millimeters) in HC and patients with MS. Mean values were extracted from AMU40-based GM and WM segmentations
for each cervical level (C1 to C6). Boxplots of subjects’ mean CSA values across all cervical levels are also presented in the first column of
each graph. The boxplots represent the minimum, first quartile (25%), the median, the third quartile (75%) and the maximum from upper to
lower, respectively. Significant decreases in CSA in patients with MS relative to HC, assessed using Wilcoxon rank tests are reported as
*P, .05, **P, .001, ***P, .0001. The section symbol indicates statistical differences that survive the Holm-Bonferroni correction for multi-
ple comparisons. The percentage difference of CSA between MS and HC groups (in red) and the average z scores (no unit, in blue) in
patients with MS relative to HC at each level are also reported; a negative value indicates a decrease in CSA in patients.

FIG 3. Representative multiparametric maps extracted from a patient with relapsing-remitting MS (MS_1, 64 years of age and EDSS score, 2) and
a patient with secondary-progressive MS (MS_2, 60 years of age and EDSS score, 6) along with maps from an age-matched HC (65 years of age)
for illustration. yo, years of age.
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Brain lesion volume was also significantly correlated with
the TWT (r ¼ 0.66, P ¼ .008). Because correlations
with the TWT were mostly related to data from a patient
with important clinical disabilities (TWT ¼ 73 seconds),
they were not considered afterward. No other significant
correlations were found.

DISCUSSION
This study provides 3 main findings: 1) AMU40-based SC WM/
GM segmentation is feasible in patients with MS; 2) ihMTR
shows higher sensitivity to MS-related SC pathophysiologic
changes compared with more conventional approaches; and 3)
ihMTR might be useful in a clinical context.

MR templates and atlases are
very useful tools for automated
postprocessing pipelines. Across the
years, effort has been directed to-
ward construction28,29,32,33 and
application of such templates in the
SC.29,34 To our knowledge, only 2
studies35,36 applied and evaluated
automated SC GM segmentation in
MS: the work of Prados et al35 based
on WM/GM segmentation using the
Similarity and Truth Estimate for
Propagated Segmentations algorithm
and the work of Datta et al,36 based
on active contour segmentation, with
both studies mostly focusing on the
C2/C3 cervical levels. Our work is the
first to apply the AMU40 template in
SC MS and investigate WM/GM seg-
mentation capability from C1 to C6
cervical levels in such cases. The
AMU40-based segmentation was pre-
viously validated in healthy subjects21

(with Dice coefficients of �0.90/0.83
for WM/GM, respectively) and was
used in patients with amyotrophic
lateral sclerosis.22 In this study, WM/
GM segmentation in MS seemed less
efficient than in HC, mostly due to
the presence of lesions extending on

Table 2: Multiparametric values for anterolateral/posterolateral/total WM in HC and
normal-appearing and lesional regions in patients with MSa

ROI/MRI Metrics HC (n = 19)
MS (n = 19)

NA Lesions
Anterolateral WM

ADC (10�3 mm2/s) 1.04 6 0.08 1.08 6 0.14 1.11 6 0.17
FA (n.u) 0.65 6 0.04 0.62 6 0.07 0.61 6 0.06
l // (10

�3 mm2/s) 1.90 6 0.08 1.92 6 0.15 1.96 6 0.19
l\ (10�3 mm2/s) 0.60 6 0.10 0.66 6 0.15 0.69 6 0.20
ihMTR (%) 5.88 6 0.40 5.03 6 0.62b,c 4.30 6 0.4c,d,e

MTR (%) 32.04 6 1.87 30.65 6 2.25 29.69 6 2.89f

Posterolateral WM
ADC (10�3 mm2/s) 1.00 6 0.08 1.00 6 0.10 1.09 6 0.18
FA (n.u) 0.69 6 0.03 0.67 6 0.08 0.65 6 0.06f

l // (10
�3 mm2/s) 1.95 6 0.07 1.90 6 0.11 2.05 6 0.17e

l\ (10�3 mm2/s) 0.53 6 0.10 0.56 6 0.14 0.63 6 0.20
ihMTR (%) 5.82 6 0.39 5.11 6 0.49b,c 4.18 6 0.70c,d,f

MTR (%) 31.42 6 1.23 30.12 6 1.45 28.99 6 2.57b

Total WM
ADC (10�3 mm2/s) 1.01 6 0.08 1.04 6 0.10 1.09 6 0.16
FA (n.u) 0.68 6 0.03 0.66 6 0.07 0.64 6 0.05f

l // (10
�3 mm2/s) 1.94 6 0.07 1.93 6 0.10 2.02 6 0.16

l\ (10�3 mm2/s) 0.55 6 0.10 0.59 6 0.13 0.64 6 0.19
ihMTR (%) 5.84 6 0.40 4.95 6 0.55f 4.27 6 0.6 5c,d

MTR (%) 31.58 6 1.53 29.85 6 1.56f 29.32 6 2.48f

Note:—(n.u) indicates no unit.
a Values are reported as group mean 6 SD. Significant differences between metrics from control subjects and NA
tissue in patients with MS as well as between HC and lesional tissue were assessed with Steel-Dwass tests and are
indicated with the P values below.
b P , .001.
c Differences that survived the Holm-Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons.
d P , .0001.
e The only significant metric difference between NA and lesions in patients with MS (P ¼ .003).
f P , .05.

FIG 4. Spider graphs showing mean absolute z scores of each quantitative MR metric in patients with MS relative to HC computed for NA and
lesional anterolateral WM (left graph), posterolateral WM (middle graph), and total WM (right graph). Wilcoxon tests for paired values per-
formed between ihMTR absolute z scores and each of the other metrics to assess the sensitivity of the ihMT technique to microstructural
changes in MS compared with DTI and MT show significant differences of all tested pairs, with P , .0001. Absolute (Abs) z scores are used for
visualization purposes and statistical comparison.
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both GM and WM, mitigating the difference of contrasts
between these structures. The template, nonetheless, demon-
strated fairly good compliance with manual segmentations, with
Dice coefficients (0.766 0.09 at C2/C3) in line with the 2 previ-
ously mentioned MS studies, including patients with visible
lesions (GM Dice coefficients: 0.80 6 0.07 and 0.88 6 0.03,
respectively, at C2-3).

35,36 The AMU40 template is not available
for whole-spinal cord coverage or for 3D data; however, a for-
mer version of it (AMU15) could be found in the recently pro-
posed PAM5033 template (formerly the MNI-Poly-AMU
template; https://sourceforge.net/p/spinalcordtoolbox/wiki/MNI-
Poly-AMU/), which presents the advantages of being compatible
with larger spatial coverage, 3D acquisitions, and acquisition with
different contrasts, while also proposing segmentation approaches
based on machine learning. Comparison with this template ver-
sion was beyond the scope of the study but would be interesting.

MS-related morphologic changes have been largely reported
with evidence of cervical SC and GM atrophy in patients with MS
relative to HC, with a strong correlation with clinical disability.37-
39 In our study, SC, WM, and GM semiautomated measurements
of CSA were performed along the cervical cord from C1 to C6
and results suggested atrophy of both SC GM and WM in
patients with MS (5%/14% decrease on average, respectively),
consistent with the literature, with more important and more sig-
nificant atrophy inWM.

DTI and MT imaging have already been largely used to evalu-
ate MS-related SCmicrostructural changes, with reports of higher
ADC and l\ and lower FA and MTR in patients with MS relative
to HC.7,40,41 In this study, DTI and MT metrics in patients with
MS demonstrated overall similar variations, with higher var-
iations in lesions compared with NA tissue, suggesting MS-
related microstructural changes in the cervical SC as
described in previous reports. However, both DTI and con-
ventional MT techniques have been proved to lack specificity
toward any pathophysiologic mechanism, due to confound-
ing factors linked to inflammation, demyelination, edema, or
axonal degeneration,9 making the use of more myelin-spe-
cific or sensitive methods interesting.

This work focused on ihMT. Previously published studies
reported a supposedly higher ihMT specificity to myelinated
structures compared with conventional MT as well as higher sen-
sitivity o associated microstructural changes, in both healthy21

and pathologic SC (amyotrophic lateral sclerosis22), and in the
pathologic (MS) brain.20 In the present SC study, among all the
considered MR metrics (CSA, DTI, ihMTR, and MTR), ihMTR
had the most important and significant variations (absolute value
decreases compared with HC and highest z scores), particularly
in lesions. Although less important than in lesions, an ihMTR
decrease in NA tissue of patients with MS was also found highly
significant, suggesting tissue changes occurring away from a
lesion or before lesion occurrence, currently not visible on con-
ventional MR imaging. Better detection of such subtle changes
could improve disease monitoring, particularly for future treat-
ment based on neuroprotection. Of interest and though not
assessed in the current MS work, the ihMT technique was previ-
ously demonstrated to be highly reproducible, with a small scan-
rescan ihMTR variability (2.9%).21

Finally, despite a readout module inducing severe blurring
and precluding quantification within specific WM tracts or GM
areas, ihMTR z scores measured in total NA WM regions were
significantly associated with MRC and EDSS scores, whereas cor-
relations between MTR and DTI with most clinical scores were
not significant. These results could advocate for clinical and trial
applications of the ihMT technique. They also support the higher
sensitivity of the ihMT to MS-related deficits compared with DTI
or MT. Further investigations related to the ihMT myelin speci-
ficity should now be performed, in conjunction with other myelin
imaging techniques that have been successfully applied to SC
imaging in recent years, such as quantitative MT imaging15 or
myelin water fraction, which have already demonstrated great in-
terest for SC MS investigations.15,42 Future studies should also
focus on the ability to detect subtle and early changes.

Indeed, from the clinical point of view, in addition to the
small number of patients, the main limitations were the cohort
heterogeneity (especially regarding phenotypes, combining
relapsing-remitting and secondary-progressive) and the dis-
ease duration. It would be relevant to include early forms of
MS for longitudinal monitoring of ihMTR variation at different
times to judge its utility to better characterize myelin-related
processes. From the methodologic point of view, the readout
module used for the ihMT measurements induced severe reso-
lution loss and tissue blurring (�6 voxels for a T2 of 75ms) in
the phase-encoding direction (right-left), hence only allowing
investigating anterolateral and posterolateral regions free from
lesions or presenting lesions. Further acquisition strategies,
such as recently presented,43,44 should help in achieving refined
tissue separation. These latter strategies should also permit
investigating multiple SC levels and hence characterize the dif-
fuse pattern of cervical SC tissue alteration in MS (DTI/MT/
ihMT acquisitions were limited here to C2 and C5 levels to keep
the protocol duration to ,1 hour). Optimized excitation pulse
schemes and translation to higher fields (eg, 7T45,46) should also
be considered to increase spatial resolution, SNR, and sensitiv-
ity.47 Finally, lesions were manually delineated; further studies
should evaluate the use of the recently proposed automated MS
lesion segmentation algorithms using convolutional neural net-
works48,49 or lesion-prediction algorithms.

Nevertheless, despite these limitations, the MR imaging acqui-
sition and template-based postprocessing strategies used in the
current study led to promising results supporting higher ihMT
sensitivity toward cervical SC pathologic changes in MS, thereby
inspiring future work to use this technique for MR imaging mon-
itoring and as a tool in remyelination therapeutic strategies.
Meanwhile, further investigations should be directed toward con-
firming this higher sensitivity in different cohorts and further
evaluation of the specificity of ihMT to these myelin-related path-
ologic changes.

CONCLUSIONS
The use of a multiparametric MR imaging protocol combined with
an automatic template-based GM/WM segmentation approach
in the current study outlined a higher sensitivity of the ihMT tech-
nique toward SC pathophysiologic changes in MS compared with
atrophy measurements, DTI, and conventional MT, presumably
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due to its supposed higher specificity to myelin-content variations.
The clinical correlations between ihMTR and functional impair-
ment observed in patients with MS also argue for its potential clini-
cal relevance, paving the way for future longitudinal multicentric
clinical trials in MS.
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